R. Uma Maheswari, Manabu Tanifuji (Integrative Neural syst. Lab., RIKEN) Optical coherence tomography has been applied widely in the field of opthamalogy to investigate eye and is showing its potential as a diagnostic tool in medicine. Its potential to investigate dynamic changes is in need of investigation. In our lab we have been employing OCT as a tool to map brain functions. Studies on brain function map the distribution of functional clusters of neurons and that of the neural activity patterns elicited by sensory stimulus. Imaging is one such promising approach. One such optical imaging technique called optical intrinsic signal imaging (OISI) has been used widely and has made it possible in understanding the problem of object representation in the visual system and also in various other brain areas such as auditory, olfactory and somatosensory areas. This technique maps in two dimension the neural activity induced absorption changes of hemoglobin and scattering related changes from the surface of the brain However, in general the brain's cortical region is organized in a laminar fashion with six layers and each layer differing in morphology and function. In our group(1), by using OCT we succeeded in expanding this basically 2-D functional imaging technique to 3D called functional optical coherence tomograpghy (fOCT). fOCT measures mainly the neural activity induced structural changes that lead to changes in reflectivity.
Our fOCT system consists of a broadband source at 131 Onm(bandwidth 50 nm; power 30mW) and constructed from fiber optic components. The interferometer configuration is Mach-Zehnder type and the stable carrier wave is generated with acousto-optic modulators. Demodulation was done with a lock-in amplifier and scanning of the reference arm was done with a stepping motor stage at 2mm/sec and surface scans were done with galvano scanners. Volumetric images (2mmx0.4mmx1.5mm) obtained were averaged across y dimension to obtain x-z images. The optics for collecting light from the cortex is fitted with a CCD camera so as to make correspondence with the results obtained with OISI. All animal experiments had been done with animals under anesthesia following the RIKEN guide lines. Skull and dura matter over the region had been removed to expose the visual cortex and OISI had been performed. As visual stimuli oriented gratings had been presented to the animal and images of the cortical surface before and after the stimulus We will discuss the potential of fOCT and its future prospects in my talk.
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